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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with a description of the

weakly relatively compact subsets of the space of regular Borel mea-

sures on a compact Hausdorff space X. Several characterizations of

such sets are known through the work of Pettis [6], Grothendieck

[4], and Dieudonné [2]. We find a weak set of Boolean conditions on

a family of open sets of X to insure that convergence of a sequence

of measures on each member of the family implies weak convergence

of the sequence. This result is then applied to the Boolean algebra of

regular open sets of X to obtain a generalization to arbitrary compact

Hausdorff spaces of a theorem of Grothendieck on Stonian spaces.

W. G. Bade has remarked that Grothendieck's theorem is equiva-

lent to a well-known lemma of R. S. Phillips concerning the equiva-

lence of weak convergence and weak-star convergence in /*. Thus our

generalization provides a new proof of Phillips' Lemma.

2. Preliminaries. Let A be a compact Hausdorff space. Denote the

Banach space of all real or complex-valued continuous functions on

X by CiX), and denote the Banach space of all regular Borel mea-

sures on X by M(X). The dual space of C(X) is M(X), and iiaCM(X)

then ||ju|| = \u\ (X), the total variation of a on X. The topology for

MiX) of pointwise convergence on CiX) is called the weak star

topology and is denoted by a(M(X), CiX)). The topology for MiX)

of pointwise convergence on MiX)*, the dual of MiX), is called the

weak topology and is denoted by o-(Af(X), MiX)*). From the

Eberlein-Smulian Theorem we know that a subset K of MiX) is

weakly relatively compact iff every sequence in K has a weakly con-

verging subsequence. Also useful is the fact that MiX) is a weakly

complete space. The classical necessary and sufficient condition for

weak convergence of a bounded sequence {un\ in MiX) is that

limB u„iE) exists for each Borel set EQX, [3, p. 308]. Two basic

results in this connection are

Theorem 1 (Grothendieck [4, p. 147]). A sequence {u„] in MiX)

is <7(Af(X), MiX)*)-convergent iff for every sequence {En\ of pairwise

disjoint open sets of X limm ju„(Em) =0 uniformly in n.
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Theorem 2 (Dieudonné-Grothendieck). A sequence {un} in

MiX) is convergent for the cr(M(X), MiX)*) topology iff for each open

set GÇZA, lim„ ju„(G) exists.

Remark. Theorem 2 was first proved by Dieudonné [2] for X

metric and later by Grothendieck for X an arbitrary compact

Hausdorff space.

3. Main results.

Definition. Let (B be a family of Borel sets of X.

(a) We call (B a weak converging class for A7(X) provided every

sequence {ßn} in MiX) which converges for each member E of (B

(i.e. \UniE)} is a convergent sequence) converges for the weak

topology.

(b) We call (B a bounding class for MiX) provided every sequence

{un} in MiX) which is bounded on each member E of (B (i.e.

sup„ |ju„(7i)| <») is such that its sequence of norms {||m»i||} is

bounded.

Theorem 2 states that the family (8 of open sets of X is a weak

converging class. Dieudonné also proved that it is a bounding class.

Our first theorem gives a set of sufficient conditions on a family of

open sets that it be both a weak converging class and a bounding

class. We will apply our theorem to show that the regular open sets

form a weak converging and a bounding class.

Theorem 3. Let (B be a family of open sets of a compact Hausdorff

space X, and let (B satisfy

(1) (& is a basis for the topology of X;

(2) If Ei and E2 are in 03, then EiC\E2 is in (B ;

(3) If Ei and E2 are in (B, and EiC\E2 = 0, then E^JE2 is in (B.

(4) If K is compact, and U is open, and KÇ.U, then there exists an

E in (B such that AÇ£Ç£Ç U;

(5) If {En} and \Gn} are sequences from (B such that EiÇlE2Q ■ • ■

QEn • • • ÇGnç: • • • G2QGi, then there is some E0 in (B such that

EnQEoQGn for every n iE0is said to interpolate the sequences); then

(&is a weak converging family for MiX).

First we need the following

Lemma 1. Let [E„] be a sequence from a family of open sets (B satis-

fying conditions (l)-(5), and suppose that Cl(U,yB Ei)C\En = 0 for each

n. If v is any nonnegative regular Borel measure, then for every ô > 0

there is an infinite set A of positive integers and an EaC<& such that

U¿e¿ EíQEa and viEÁ) <5.
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Proof. Let ô>0 be given. We begin by choosing for each w an

open set c72b37í2B such that i72nnCl(U¿1i 7Í2.+i) = 0. Property (4)

allows us to pick for each « a set F2nC<& such that (7}2B)'3F2n3 U'2n.

Note that

Ei C Ei U E3 Ç Ei U £3 U Fs Ç • • • Ç

• • • £F2nF4r\F6Ç72PiFtC F2.

By (5) there is some Gi£(B which interpolates the sequences; Gi has

the properties that GiÇZ[j," l £2t+i and GiíMifLi E2i = 0.

If now p(Gi) < ô we are done. If v(G[) < 5/2 then, since G{ is compact

and v is a regular measure, it follows from (4) that there is some

FC<$> such that F3Gi' 3Ur=i E2i, and is such that ^(FnGi) <5/2.
Hence

v(F) = viFÍ\GÍ) + viFr\Gi)

= v(Gl) + viF f\ Gi) < 5/2 + 5/2 = 5

and we would be done.

If neither v(Gî) <5 nor v(G{) <5/2, then we may repeat the above

process to find disjoint subsequences {7iBi} and {FTOi} of the sequence

{E2n+i] and a G2 in (B such that G2Z)U?Li Eni, G2C\\J"=i Emi = 0, and
G2ÇG1. If now v(G2) <5 we would be done. If viGif~\G2) <ô/2, then

we may pick an 77E(B such that 773G2' and viHÍ\G2) <8/2. Note

that

Gi n 77 = (Gi r\ Gi) u (g2 n 77) ¡

hence

v(Gi r\H) = v(Gi r\Gi) + v(G2 C\H) < 5/2 + 5/2 = 5.

We would be done since Gi^HG« by (2), and Gin773(j;ii Emi.

If neither v(G2)<S nor viGiP\G2)<b/2, then the above process

may be repeated to get a G3£(B, G3QG2. If this process does not termi-

nate we would be able to find a decreasing sequence {G„} in (B with

the property that viGi) = b, viG{)^5/2; viG2)^b, viGinGi)^5/2;

• • ■ ; v(Gn)^b, p(Gn_inGB')2:5/2; • • • . However, the members of

the sequence of sets G{, Gii\G2, G2C\Gi, • • ■ are pairwise disjoint.

This would imply that the total variation of v is infinite, which is a

contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let {u„} be a sequence of regular Borel

measures converging on each member of (B. To show that {juB} is a

Cauchy sequence for the weak topology, it would suffice to show that

{/xB— u„+Pn] converges to 0 in the weak topology for each sequence
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\pn\- Since {un(E)\ is convergent for each E£(B, it follows that

{ip-n— Un+pJiE)} converges to 0 for each EC<$>- Hence, without loss

of generality we may assume that {un} is a sequence of regular Borel

measures converging to 0 on each EC'S, and prove that {pn} is weakly

convergent to zero.

Assume to the contrary that {un} is not weakly convergent. Then

by (4), regularity of the measures, and Theorem 1.1 it follows that

there is a sequence \En} from 03 and a positive e such that Cl(U.yn F.)

C\E„ = 0 for each «, such that a subsequence of {/nB}, without loss of

generality still called {u„}, satisfies |/uB(FB)| >e>0.

We now carry out an inductive process to obtain a subsequence

{£ni} of {£n} such that {un} does not converge to zero on some

EoC<$> such that Fo2Uili Eni. This will contradict the hypothesis

that {pn} converges to zero on every member of (B.

We apply the lemma to the measure |jui| to get an infinite set of

positive integers Ai and an EAlC<$> such that EAxC\Ei = 0 and

EA^UneAi E„ and | ¿ui| (Tía,) <e/3.

First set «o = l and pick niCAi so large that |/lí„(Ei)| <e/3 for all

n ~ni. Next apply the lemma again along with property (2) to extract

an infinite set of positive integers A2 from the set {^i/^all integers

^«2} and obtain an EAiQEAv EAtC<&, such that EAl^(JneA, En,

EAf\En, = 0, and \uni\(EA,)<e/3.

Now pick «2>«i, niCAi, so large that |¿tB(Fi)| +|Mn(7¿nl)| <e/3

for all « ê n2. Continuing in this fashion we obtain a sequence of inte-

gers {«0, «1, «2, • • • } and a decreasing sequence of sets in (B, EAl

~^!LEa~2EAí~D ■ • •  such that the following hold :

(a) I pm I (EAi+1) < e/3        for all i,

j-i
(b) 22 \ßn(En,) I   < e/3        for all n è »y.

i=0

Consider the sequence of sets:

EiQEi\J Eni Ç£,U£„U£n!Ç   • • •

• • ■ Ç EAz U En, U Eni UE,C EM U Eni U£,ç EM \J Et.

Each member of the sequence is in (B, and by property (5) we may

choose an £0 from 03 which interpolates the sequence.

It simply remains to note that:

y-i

I ßni(E0) I     =    I Pni(Enj) I     -  J2   I ¿S-(£ni) I     -    I /«•/ I   iEAi+l)
i-1

^ e - e/3 - e/3 = e/3
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holds for every j. However, this contradicts our earlier assumption

that the sequence {p„(E)] converges to 0 for each member E of

03. Q.E.D.

Corollary. If 03 is a family of open sets of a compact Hausdorff

space X satisfying conditions (l)-(5) then 03 is a bounding class for

MiX).

Proof. Suppose {m} is a sequence in A7(X) satisfying sup,| PiiE) |

< oo for every 7££03. If {||/u«||} is not bounded then without loss

of generality we may drop to a subsequence and assume lim,- \\uí\\

= oo. Now we may multiply each pa by an appropriate scalar (e.g.

||mí||1/2/||m¿||) to insure that Iim,-/tt,(E) =0 for every ££03 while main-

taining liirij \\ui\\ = ». The proof of the theorem shows that {p<} is

o-(A7(X), M*(X))—convergent to zero. However, this is impossible

in view of lim; ||ju,|| = oc. Q.E.D.

Definition. An open set U is called regular if c/=int(77).

The set of regular open sets of a topological space when ordered by

set inclusion is a complete Boolean algebra. The supremum of a

family iUa)a<EA of regular open sets, denoted by Vaex Ua, is defined

to be int(Cl(U«e¿ U); the infimum, denoted by A „sa Ua, is defined

to be int(Cl(n«6A Ua))- The intersection of two regular open sets is

regular. However, the union of two regular open sets need not be

regular, and this fact presents the essential difficulty, since a Borel

measure need not be even finitely additive with respect to the

Boolean operations. However, if the closures of two regular open

sets are disjoint then their union is regular. A complete discussion of

regular open sets may be found in Halmos [5, p. 13].

Theorem 4. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and 03 is the Boolean

algebra of all the regular open sets of X, then 03 is both a weak converging

class and a bounding class.

Proof. 03 obviously satisfies conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.

Also if EiQE2Ç.E3 • • ■ ÇZG3QG2QGi is such that each member of

the sequence is a regular open set, then both \/^,1 Ei and Aj" , G< inter-

polate the sequence. Thus 03 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3,

and we conclude that 03 is both a weak converging class and a bound-

ing class. Q.E.D.

Remark. W. G. Bade and P. C. Curtis had previously shown (un-

published) that the regular open sets are a bounding class.

Definition. A compact Hausdorff space X is called Stonian if the

closure of every open set is open.
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Lemma 2. X is Stonian iff every regular open set is open and closed.

Proof. If X is Stonian and U is a regular open set, i.e., f/ = int(i/),

then int(t/) = U since U is an open set. Hence £7= U and U is open

and closed. Conversely, if every regular open set is open and closed,

then if U is an open set, since UQintiU), it follows that i7Cint(t/)

and hence that t/ = int(£/). Thus U is an open set. Q.E.D.

Our Theorem 4 is a generalization to arbitrary compact Hausdorff

spaces of the following theorem of A. Grothendieck [4, p. 168].

Theorem 5. Let X be Stonian and {un} a sequence in MiX). Then

{ju„(£)) is a convergent sequence for every open closed E iff {pn\ is

convergent for the a i MiX), MiX)*) topology.

Proof. By Lemma 2 the regular open sets of X are precisely the

open closed sets. Hence Theorem 4 gives us the result. Q.E.D.

Notation and Definitions. Let 5 be a discrete set. Then ßS

denotes the Stone-Cech compactification of 5. It is well known that

ßS is a Stonian space. The space of all bounded real or complex-valued

functions on S with the supremum norm will be denoted by B(S).

The space of finitely additive measures on the field 2 of all subsets of

5 will be denoted by ba(S, 2). If pCbaiS, 2) then ||m|| = \p\ (S), the
total variation of p on S. The atomic part of p is defined by v(E)

= 22»£E m(s) where ££2. We shall need the facts that CißS) is iso-

metrically isomorphic to 5(5) and MißS) is isometrically isomorphic

to baiS, 2). For a complete discussion of these facts see Dunford and

Schwartz [3, p. 311-313].

Grothendieck's proof of Theorem 5 was based on the following

result due to Phillips [7].

Theorem 6. Let S be a discrete set and {pn} a sequence in baiS, 2).

If {/u„(£)} converges to 0 for each ££2, then [\[vn\\} converges to 0,

where vn is the atomic part of pn.

Remark (Bade). Theorem 5 is equivalent to Theorem 6.

Proof. Assume Theorem 5 and that [pn} is a sequence in baiS, 2)

such that lim„ pniE) =0 for every ££2. Let fin be the correspondent

of pn in MißS), and ke. be the correspondent of ks in CißS) iks de-

notes the characteristic function of £). Then jSb(&£)=jub(&b), and it

follows that fi„ converges to 0 for each open closed set in ßS. By

Theorem 5 {fi„} converges to 0 in the ff(M(ßS), MißS)*) topology.

Thus {ßn} converges to 0 for the o-(ba(S, 2), ba(S, 2)*) topology.

Let P denote the projection of norm 1 of baiS, 2) onto h(S) defined
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by P : p-^v where v is the atomic part of p. P is norm continuous and

hence is continuous for the weak topologies. Thus {Ppn ] = {vn}

converges to 0 for the aihiS), lx(S)) topology. By a theorem of

Banach [l, p. 137] {\\v„\\} converges to zero.

Assume Theorem 6 and that {pn} is a sequence of regular Borel

measures on a Stonian space 5 which converges to 0 on each open

closed subset of S. To show that {p„} is weakly convergent to 0, it

suffices to show (by Theorem 1) that {pniEn)} converges to 0, where

{En} is an arbitrary sequence of pairwise disjoint open closed subsets

of 5.
Define for each « a set function vn on N, the set of positive integers:

VniA) = pn{   V Ei)    where    A ÇZ N.
V ieA      /

Note that vn is bounded and finitely additive, and hence an element

of baiN, 2). Since {pn} converges to 0 on each open closed subset of

S, [vniA)} converges to 0 for each A £2. Theorem 6 allows the con-

clusion that limB 22î°-i \vnii)\ =0. In particular

lim | vnin) |   = lim | pniEn) |   = 0.        Q.E.D.
n n

The proof of Theorem 4 thus provides a new proof of Theorem 6.
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